Strength in Numbers:
Collaborative
Accessibility
Advocacy

Objectives
> Exploring collaborative advocacy mechanisms, competencies and commonalities

> Looking at experiences of accessibility advocates with practical collaborating experience:
‐ Randy McNeil , individual advocate,
‐ Karen McCall , issue advocate and
‐ David Lepofsky / AODA Alliance, advocacy organization

> Discover collaborative opportunities & solutions for moving from advocacy ideas to action

> Explore the development of new advocacy projects to effect systemic change

Strength in Numbers

Benefits
> Shared resources, networks, costs, goals, vision
> Increased awareness, exposure, efficiency of efforts
> Greater impact, influence, credibility, legitimacy, support
> Collaborations favoured (often required) as a contingency for funding
> Address problems too large and complex to be resolved by one organization

“It takes the clamor of many agencies and individual advocates to effect policy”

Strength in Numbers

Collaborative Advocacy
Strategies

Flexibility
> Goal change over time is anticipated
> Constantly retuning argument, never know which argument, idea, or article will change the
agenda of a government or attract the attention of a mass audience
> Goals, objectives, and strategies generated as members work and learn together
> know how to jump onto opportunity when it comes along. You never know what is going to
work, and often the opportunities that come along are the least expected, learn to grab them.
They may even look like bad news, but you turn them in to useful tools
> Example: AODA Alliance
> Initial goal: a barrier‐free society
> New barriers still being created as fast as old ones removed
> Changed goal to; getting old barriers removed AND new ones prevented

Strategies

Framing the Message
> Important to get down to a slogan, make your point in 3 sentences, or 3 minutes
ie) Disability: achieving a barrier free society and laws to get there

> Frame platform so few people can disagree with it or argue against it
ie) Barrier‐free society

> Message itself is a form of persuasion
ie) 17% vs 1.8 million voters with disabilities, now politicians are listening

> Example: AODA Alliance & “Discrimination”
“Not against the word discrimination, but we don't use it.
Rather, we talk about the fact that we have a society full of barriers
that face people with physical, mental, or sensory disabilities” David Lepofsky

Strategies

Collaboration Members
> Build an effective coalition of support and network of well‐informed, instantly accessible
advocates who can commit and be mobilized to overall shared goals

> Look for natural allies, see what they can do to help you, and you them
> Considerations:
resources, networking, funding, lobbying, opportunities for involvement / collaboration
> Example: AODA Alliance ‐ Endorsement of call for education standard
> Ontario English Catholic Teachers Union
> Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federation
> Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
> Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations

Strategies
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Strategies

Group Differences
> Value diversity and foster differences by encouraging unique interests
> Implement goals and tasks that address group differences, resources and skill sets
> View areas of disagreement as ways of enriching the scope of the project
> Identify and emphasize common goals, themes, concerns, experiences, and interests to
help develop consensuses

“Goal is harmony not unanimity” David Lepofsky

Strategies

Member Inclusion & Empowerment
> Collaborative endeavors require active participation of all members and the development of
relationships that are productive and empowering to groups and individual members
> Identifying and capitalizing on different perspectives, resources and skill sets
> Example:
> Researchers – research, ideas and analysis
> Social work practitioners – essential on the ground experience
> Advocates ‐ experience in policy advocacy
> Students – fresh perspective and much needed assistance

Strategies

Maintaining Momentum
> Important to give shorter range goals, and to celebrate the milestones and victories
> If only think about long‐term goals, people will feel frustrated
> Also helps cause as people see success and come on board

Strategies

Educating Community
> Community advocacy requires educating the constituency and building community
consensus around a message
> Key role is to make information available in a way that's easy to absorb and empower
constituents to speak about it themselves
> People often believe there's nothing they can do, show how one or two little things could
really help

Strategies

Call to Action / Mobilization
> Things that are quick and easy to do;
ie) phone call to politician, radio‐show call‐in, or even a simple Retweet

> Something that can be done within a minute or two
> Provide letter templates and samples, and encourage membership to add own experiences
> Provide back up information; copies of legislation, Action Kits, videos, media releases
> Make it easy…

Strategies

Call to Action / Mobilization
> Example 1 – AODA Alliance
Write us at aodafeedback@gmail.com
Follow us on Twitter and get others to do so as well! @aodaalliance
Please "like" our Facebook page and share our updates
To sign up for, or unsubscribe from e‐mail updates, write to: aodafeedback@gmail.com
Learn more at: www.aodaalliance.org
Use our Action Kits
Watch our YouTube series
Visit politicians ‐ Tell about individual experiences & barriers, present the issues
Spread the word on social media

Strategies

Call to Action / Mobilization
> Example 2 – AODA Alliance ‐ Election Action Kit
Goal: To raise accessibility issues in elections
> Synopsis of the issues and the positions of the parties as known
> Links and downloads for more information about the issues
> List of questions to ask politicians or raise with voters
> List of actions people can take
Attend an all candidates debate
Call candidates from different parties
Raise issues with door‐to‐door canvassers
Email local media
Call a call‐in show

Strategies

Int’l Summit

People for Education

http://www.peopleforeducation.ca

Advocacy Tactics

Advocacy Tactics
Commonalities in tactics amongst collaborative advocacy organizations:
> Public education
> Grassroots lobbying
> Public events and direct action
> Voter registration & education
> Research
> Judicial advocacy
> Coalition building
> Expert testimony
> Media advocacy*
> Political advocacy*

Tactics

Media Advocacy
Use To
> advance a social or public policy initiative;
> inform, influence and prioritize the decisions of the public;
> signal the government an issue worth paying attention to;
> build credibility and exposure;

How‐To
> Call‐in to a radio show. Write a letter to the editor, guest column or guest blog.
> Write Media Releases so media can cut directly from it, include quotations, links, etc. Only a
small number will get picked up, don’t get discouraged
> Be your own media. Post to YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Website. E‐mail to spread the word
“Don't sweat losses. Not only in the legislature, in the media” David Lepofsky

Tactics

Media Advocacy
Build Relationships
> Let reporters know you are willing to provide comments on accessibility related stories
> Send information you think might be relevant for them (not just on ‘your issue’)
> When approached, rather than “I can't comment on the specific facts, I wasn’t there”, tie to
a big agenda item in a way that is relevant to their article
> Example: AODA Alliance
> Service animal accommodation in schools
> Toronto Star article
> “this shows why we need an education accessibility standard. Each school board shouldn't be
reinventing this wheel. Each parent shouldn't have to fight this battle alone.”

Tactics

Political Advocacy
Use To
> Politicians can lobby informally within their caucus to get support, can ask questions in

question period, help you negotiate their party platform , find other allies within their caucus,
or bring in a private members bill or resolution for the legislature

How‐ To
> Must be non‐partisan to maintain credibility, attract more support, and demonstrate
willingness to work with any party to pursue accessibility agenda
> Counter objectives whether are raised or not and highlight benefits
ie) ROI of accessibility vs. cost of implementation and enforcement

> Each party has own language, speak the language of the people you're trying to persuade
> Build relationships, be familiar with legislation they have worked on that relates to your
cause and determine ways they might attach to your issue by tying it to their political agenda

Tactics

Political Advocacy
Public Consultations
Provide a phenomenal opportunities beyond addressing the government:
> For attracting media attention
media covers events, not issues, and consultations can be an event

> For energizing and mobilizing your own community
“Here's an opportunity to have your say, please get involved”

Tactics

Collaborative Accessibility
Advocacy Examples

Collaborative Advocacy

AODA Alliance

Collaborative Advocacy

Collaborative Advocacy
in the
Internet Age

Social Media
> 2012 ‐ over 93% of Advocacy Organizations using social media
> Media / Businesses / Politicians / Individuals / Organizations / Community
> Majority of politicians / policy makers engaging to interact with local communities, keep
constituents informed and highlight issues

Advocacy Functions
> educating media, policy makers, public, stakeholders and members;
> mobilizing online network of supporters;
> facilitating relationship building and stakeholder engagement;
> fostering dialog with large audiences;
> and attracting attention to issues

Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Communicative Functions
> Informative Function information about activities; event highlights; news, facts, reports or
information relevant to the stakeholders
> Community Function serve to interact, share, and converse with stakeholders in a way that
ultimately facilitates the creation of an online community
> Action Function aim to get followers to do something for the organization, from buying t‐
shirts to attending events and engaging in advocacy campaigns

Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Media & Social Media
> Media use as a tool to share information AND find sources for future stories
> 2011 ‐ 89% use blogs / 65% FB & LinkedIn / 52% Twitter
> Opportunity to interact with reporters / editors and respond to requests for resources and
information

> Example: Randy McNeil ‐ Social Media and Media Advocacy
> Recent print article from independent journalist requesting interviews with Wheeltrans riders for a
story on social media

Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Tips
> See which platforms colleagues and competitors use, who they follow, who follows them
> Search for policymakers, and media you want to reach, (platforms they use, / who they
follow / what those users post)
> Re‐tweet others,, interact and ask questions, Employ data and anecdotes, keep it short and
direct, be informative, Share benefits and Provide links to resources, Thank followers and RTs

Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Platforms
> Facebook
> YouTube
> Twitter
> Blog
> Hootsuite
> Wordpress
> LinkedIn
> Instagram
> SlideShare
> Skype
> Foursquare

Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Twitter
> Retweets / Hyperlinks / Hashtags / Direct Messages / User mentions / Celeb. fishing
> Most advocacy related tweets embody coalition‐building efforts, public education tactics,
also grassroots lobbying, public events and direct action
> Advocacy organizations average 3.5 tweets per day
> 66% = information category
> 20% = community category
> 12% = action category

> Hashtags
> Helpful tool for finding tweets on same topic by others
> Bookmark vast, user‐generated bodies of knowledge

#a11y #disability #AODA #B42025 #onpoli
@rollamile @aodaalliance @DavidLepofsky
@randy_mcneil @Toronto_wheeler @KarlenInfo
Internet Advocacy

Social Media
Issues
> Problems of ‘false advocacy’, RTs / shares / etc. while raise awareness, provide false sense of
accomplishment in terms of actual policy change or barrier removal
> With community advocacy you are trying to advance the interest of an entire community, so
must always be reflective of most people within that community or they will be on social
media pointing out what's wrong and why, and you can lose credibility and effectiveness.

“Social media is a whole new relationship in terms of consensus building” David Lepofsky

Internet Advocacy

Current Accessibility
Advocacy Activities

AODA Specific
> Customer Service Standard
> Dean Mayo Moran AODA Independent Review
(deadline for written submissions extended to June 30, 2014!)

> Ontario Building Code / Public Spaces Accessibility Amendments
> New Accessibility Standards
> Education Standard ‐ Strategic implementation of accessibility curriculums across all disciplines, at
all levels, will create a future generation of individuals creating accessible products, services and spaces
and have a significant impact on the creation of an accessible Ontario.

> Healthcare Standard ‐ Publicly‐funded healthcare system we can all use without barriers to access
in health and patient care

> Residential Housing Standard ‐ To help ensure new home construction meets accessibility needs
(% of new build units being accessible), and that red tape and bureaucracy be made easier for
accessibility retrofits to homes

Current Activities - AODA Specific

AODA Specific
Effective Enforcement!
> ”They forgot that the reason the Act was passed was so that you and I didn't have to go
and fight against individual barriers, one human rights complaint at a time, one organization
at a time. We must have the recourse of the Human Rights Tribunal if we need it, but we
shouldn't have to rely on that as our main way of enforcing.”
> STILL being encouraged to contact organizations directly, and if still feel rights not being
upheld, file complaint with the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal
> No speeding tickets!! Imagine a world with no speeding tickets, how effective would
speed limits be? As with accessibility, ENFORCEMENT is key.

Current Activities - AODA Specific

AODA Specific
Effective Enforcement!
> 70% rate of non‐compliance*! And that’s just violation of voluntary filing, filing doesn’t
mean accessibility is being enacted, and doesn’t begin to address accessibility compliance of
those not required to file!
> The enforcement rights, powers, authority, budget, strategy, process and penalties set forth
under the Act need utilized and we urge expanded enforcement activities to ensure
compliance including a full range of enforcement mechanisms including; audits, inspections,
compliance orders, enforcement letters and monetary penalties.

“One barrier removal at a time will take forever!!”

Current Activities - AODA Specific

AODA Specific
Feedback / Reporting Process
> For the reporting of on non‐compliance, inaccessibility and barriers to access
> Tied into enforcement protocols to help address and correct inaccessibility and barriers to
access without the need for Tribunal intervention.
Example 1: Inclusion in responses during public consultations on AODA
Example 2: AODA Alliance “Dial Dalton Campaign”
As wouldn’t provide public feedback / reporting number, called on supporters to call
Office of Premier of Ontario to report on accessibility

> TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKERS PROGRAM!!
“Abuse of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program will not be tolerated. To report misuse or abuse of
the Temporary Foreign Worker Program, contact:
Service Canada Confidential Tip Line 1‐866‐602‐9448 integrity@servicecanada.gc.ca
Anonymous tips can also be provided to the Employer Contact Centre: 1‐800‐367‐5693”
(Ministry of Employment and Social Development website /
http://www.edsc.gc.ca/eng/jobs/foreign_workers/index.shtml)

Current Activities - AODA Specific

Additional Advocacy
Procurement and Public Monies
> Ensuring public money not be used to create, perpetuate or exacerbate barriers by making
accessibility a selection priority when deciding whom it will give a grant or loan, or buy goods or
services.

Pan/ParaPan American Games
> Establish and implement a comprehensive and public plan to ensure that the Toronto 2015
Pan/ParaPan American Games leave behind a strong legacy of disability accessibility in the
community.

Employment
> Equal, accessible employment for all

Manitoba Act / National Accessibility Law
> Work expanding Disability Law across provinces and ideally, having National accessibility law

Current Activities

Additional Advocacy
Accessible elections
> Ontario voters with disabilities should be able to: easily access any polling station; and be able
to independently mark and verify their ballots in private.

UN CRPD
> Align the AODA with the UN Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities ratified by
Canada in 2010 and include the CRPD framework as part of definitions for AODA articles.

Legal / human rights
> On‐going legal and human rights issues

Individual Advocates / Barrier Removal
> Thousands of individuals still fighting one barrier, one organization at a time.

Current Activities -

Current Advocators

Randy McNeil – Individual Advocate
Advocacy Activities
> Dedicated to advanced inclusion and creating an accessible Ontario #B42025
> Millwright until MS, then went back to school for Community Justice and Services, BUT…
> Faced barriers to access with:
‐ Inaccessible washroom stall at Newmarket Go Transit station
‐ Humber College inaccessibility

“Again, I got nowhere and contacted the newspapers. This got results
immediately and they changed the bathroom stall on the same day!” Randy McNeil

Current Advocators

Randy McNeil – Individual Advocate
Advocacy Tactics
> Public education
– written submission Dean Mayo Mayer review

> Social Media
‐ Twitter (500+ followers / 1 year)
‐ Started the hash tag #B42025 ‐ for all accessibility related tweets in Ontario for anyone to use

> Grassroots lobbying
‐ Newspaper articles / radio interview / Online petition: google maps
‐ “Name & shame works best”

Collaborative Advocacy
> “Accessibility awareness activists need to join forces and demand focus on the AODA breach and lack of
enforcement . It would be beneficial if we target all the politicians in the upcoming, provincial and
municipal elections.”
> What would help most: Having online petition for accessible Google Maps succeed

Current Advocators

Randy McNeil – Individual Advocate
Media Advocacy
> CBC Metro morning: http://www.cbc.ca/metromorning/episodes/2013/08/01/accessible‐design/
> Student gives Humber failing campus accessibility grade, By Kat Ward, News Reporter
http://humberetc.com/student‐gives‐humber‐failing‐campus‐accessibility‐grade/?wpmp_switcher=mobile

> Vaughan man's complaint prompts stall overhaul, Jul 24, 2013 ‐ Vaughan Citizen, By Tim Kelly
http://www.yorkregion.com/news‐story/3907163‐vaughan‐man‐s‐complaint‐prompts‐stall‐overhaul/

> Inaccessible Vaughan mall poses safety risk, resident says, Dec 04, 2013 Vaughan Citizen
By Tim Kelly, http://www.yorkregion.com/opinion‐story/4253782‐inaccessible‐vaughan‐mall‐poses‐safety‐risk‐
resident‐says/

> Google Maps: Help people with mobility challenges. Make your maps accessible! Petition by
Randy McNeil, Vaughan, Canada
http://www.change.org/en‐CA/petitions/google‐maps‐help‐people‐with‐mobility‐challenges‐make‐your‐maps‐
accessible?share_id=FtCNbswDaH&utm_campaign=twitter_link&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=share_petition

Current Advocators

Karen McCall – Issue Advocacy
Advocacy Activities
> Karen McCall / Karlen Communications ‐ advocacy for the rights of people with disabilities and basic
human rights
> “Need education and enforcement as we move forward with deadlines for achieving an inclusive
Ontario. Currently have no repercussions related to compliance or enforcement of the provincial laws
with non‐compliance running wild, and still have nowhere to report discriminatory actions and violations
of the law.”

Advocacy Tactics
> Public education
– website / media / presentations / comments / blogs / newsletter / letter to editor

> Grassroots lobbying
> Public events & direct action
– Submission to Dean Mayo Mayer Review, Education & AODA Paper (2009), etc.

> Political Lobbying
> Expert Testimony
‐ Speaking @ International conferences / presentations to council / public consultations

Current Advocators

Karen McCall – Issue Advocacy
Experience with County of Brant Ontario ParaTransit
Two year battle over violations to basic human rights and the move to eliminate specialized
transportation service and the "open and deliberate challenges" to the AODA and IASR including
restricting travel to staff‐ identified "medical or work" trips, staff determination of who has a
disability, attempts to make the service income‐based, and the sudden elimination of holiday
service after 20 years
Lowlights:
> May 2013 County accuses users with disabilities of "abusing" Para transit by going shopping,
to restaurants and basically being independent and participating in the community and
society
> 2012 budget: $100,000 = $25,000 providing service, $75,000 on administrative position to
manage the $25,000
> Told ParaTransit would “stop immediately” if the violations of the AODA, IASR and protected
human rights were not approved, as well as being told by The Community Services
Committee and staff that "if a human rights complaint is filed, the service will stop.“

Current Advocators

Karen McCall – Issue Advocacy
Collaborative Advocacy / Brant County ParaTransit
> “outside world shining light on the issue”
> speaking as delegates to Brant Council, other municipalities have offered to collaborate,
but have been rebuffed
> Ombudsman intervention / investigation / oversight

Collaborative Advocacy
> link with other professionals on transportation, ParaTransit, IASR to establish unified
support group to offer expertise, experience and efforts
>“even those mandated to help, don’t, the Accessibility Advisory Committee and Council
don’t even collaborate… even among the entities that established the AODA standards there
is no collaboration”

Current Advocators

David Lepofsky, AODA Alliance – Advocacy Organization
> Chair of the AODA Alliance, a non‐profit, non‐partisan, unincorporated volunteer coalition
of people with and w/o disabilities and community organizations, united to achieve a barrier
free province for all

Enormous contribution began decades ago with
“There oughta be a law”,
and now, thanks to them, there is.
Current Advocators

Opportunities,
Solutions,
Action!

Where to from here?
> What actions will best advance accessibility advocacy goals?
> How can we best collaborate to advance advocacy efforts?
> How best to achieve critical mass and sway social opinion?

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!

Stay Motivated
> Fortunately, frustration is a motivating factor!!

Wheelchairs

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!

accessibilityadvocacy.org
> Centralized, online forum for:
> listing of a11y related advocacy issues, activities and actions
> communicate and collaborate on shared strategy
> day‐to‐day monitoring of policy, with updates
> collection and disseminate information,
> alert system;
> inform legislators, the media, constituents and supporters of the issues;
> mobilizing support;
> facilitate policy development
“Need to document more of what's being done to fight the campaign for accessibility, what's
being won, what's being lost, and what better ideas might be put on the table” David Lepofsky

a11y allies
> Group of ready‐to‐be‐mobilized activists and supporters
> Call 2 action / flashmobs / petitioners / mobile‐army /

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!

Unionize
> Strength in Numbers ‐ Instant membership of millions
OPSEU 120,000
CUPE 200,000
OSSTF 60,000
OPWD 1.8 MILLION
(people with disabilities, supporters, family members, support workers, caregivers, advocates, associations,
organizations)

> @ $5.00 annual membership dues = $8.7 MILLION / yr. advocating and advancing
accessibility and a barrier free society
> medical benefits, ODSP funding formula, employment accessibility, lobbying, media
presence
> Imagine the power! We could take over the world. And maybe, finally have full access to it!

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!

What can you do?
> Success depends on you
> Every dollar you spend is a vote… vote accessibly
> Elections! Bring the issues forward in all elections and literally vote accessibly
> Be heard. Written submissions and appearing at public consultations on the issues
> Media
> Politicians
> COLLABORATE! Strength in numbers, find collaborators and collaborate!

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!

“A team‐player approach, effective
communication skills, and good, old fashioned
passion for an issue are the seeds for growing a
successful grassroots advocacy initiative.
We say policy change is a team sport”.
– Nancy Becker,
recipient of 2009 Award for Grassroots Excellence

Opportunities, Solutions & Action!
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